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!

Now that you have worked with bulleted lists, you will find that ordered lists are very similar.  



!

Ordered lists are also called numbered lists. This is because the list items are automatically numbered 
sequentially.



!

Numbered lists can also be nested with bulleted lists.  



!

You are free to assemble numbered lists and bulleted lists as you like for your outlining needs. 



!

We are going to start by learning how the ol element teams up with li elements in the same way the ul 
element does. 



!

That lets us quickly put a numbered instruction list together. 



!

Then we will nest a bulleted list inside one of the number list items. 



!

As we create the list, we will use the web developer tools to inspect the styling and positioning. 



!

To follow the steps, copy the file in the activity's start folder and open the listed files in an editor.



!

Here we have the snippets file and the starting HTML file.



!

We are using a basic HTML file with no added CSS styling. It has one h1 element for a page heading.



!

In the web browser just the page heading shows at this point. !



!

The first step is to add the ol element after the h1 element. Put the ol element tags on separate lines with 
a blank line in between. 



!

The ol element is a container that only can contain white space and one or more li elements.



!

Other content and HTML elements are not allowed inside the ol element. 



!

Lets add the first li element. Copy and paste it from step two in the snippets file and paste inside of the ol 
element tags. 



!

Save and check it out in the web browser and there are the humble beginnings of our numbered list.



!

Like we did with the ul element, lets inspect the elements in your web browser developer tools. 



!

The bullet style is set to decimal by the CSS list-style-type property. That comes from the ol element via 
the web browser style setting. 



!

The ol element has the same defaulted margin and left padding values as the ul element. 16 pixels for the 
top and bottom margin. 40 pixels for the left padding. 



!

Your web tools may show a box model overlay. You will see that the list item number is on the right side of 
the left padding region. So far all the same as we saw with the ul element. !



!

Copy and paste the remaining li elements in step three. Place them after the li element and the closing ol 
tag.



!

The list elements are automatically numbered sequentially. Each start on a new line.



!

The box model properties for li elements inside of the ol element are the same as they are when inside the 
ul element. No padding, border or margin.  



!

Lastly for this exercise we are going to add a bulleted list to the last list element.



!

First we will add some white space inside the last li element. Add a blank line before the closing li tag. 
Equally indent the open and close li element tags.



!

Now copy the ul element in step 5. Paste it in the blank line we created. Notice how the indenting helps 
show the HTML container nesting in the code. 



!

Save and check in the web browser. Now you have a combined numbered list with a second level bulleted 
list. 



!

We are done for this exercise. 
As promised the numbered HTML lists are not really different from the bulleted lists.



!

The ol and li elements are team mates. The ol element is the container and only allows li elements and 
white space for code styling. 



!

Because HTML automatically increments the numbers for us,  we can quickly build sequentially numbered 
lists.



!

We also have some choices for the type of numbers. We will explore how to use these in an upcoming 
exercise.



!

We found that nesting bulleted and numbered lists is quite flexible.



!

The web tools revealed that the defaulted CSS list-style-type property value for a li element is decimal 
when contained by an ol element. 



!

And the list item labels for the ol element are positioned within the left padding of each li element as they 
were with the ul element.



!

Congratulations! You are over the hump for creating bulleted and numbered lists in HTML.



!

There is little more to know about the ol element and we will get to that in an exercise coming up. See 
you there. 
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